Abode2 takes a look at a selection of the Midtown Manhattan's Starchitect-designed Stunners

Long known as the epicenter of New York City's entertainment, business and cultural community, Midtown Manhattan boasts acclaimed restaurants, luxury shopping on the world famous Fifth Avenue, Central Park, and landmark performance venues.

The iconic Manhattan neighbourhood is now also sought as a destination for luxury living thanks to a crop of soaring new development towers designed by some of the world's most well-known and highly-awarded architects and interior designers. From Pritzker Prize winner to AD100 recipient-designed condos, Abode2 showcases some of the most stunning examples.

**One United Nations Park**

Located in the Midtown East corridor, just south of the storied United Nations headquarters, One United Nations Park offers a collection of 148 gracious condominium residences boasting sweeping views of the East River and Manhattan skyline and is Meier Partners’ tallest residential tower in New York City. The building is a layered black glass vision across from the Midtown waterfront designed inside and out by the Pritzker-prize winning architectural design firm. The captivating façade is an unprecedented interplay of black and light, creating a balance that reflects the architecture’s bold exterior and luminous interiors. While inside, the triple-height grand lobby is appointed with Venetian plaster and travertine slabs, offset by an elaborate glass frame entrance.
A comprehensive suite of services and amenities is available including a top-of-the-line fitness center with private training studio, 70-foot indoor lap pool with breathtaking views of the East River, sauna, and steam room. Residents on the hunt for entertainment will enjoy an expansive resident lounge with billiards table and screening room.

oneunpark.com/
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https://www.abode2.com/major-design-in-midtown/